Afternoon Realism

"Said I to book for we needed true book with lovely talk
I should describe family in will.

Well then to no

Well, a gun and shoot shell for you must take a longer view. The present view is temporary and we must look you must have a longer view. It makes differences.

io

to describe hunger.

Ree Hamlet.

Influence of Marcel Proust, Joyce, great respect.

3. Proust

Joyce, D. Pesso.

There are few real winters.

Now not difficult

Prelates are not like you see a prelate, the belief that you write.
better book,
3 less few -
< lit.
1 intellectual
2 moral
3. physical.
Now the difference between
1 three is not soft.

Arms must have 2 left
& right. The right
should see the
different, having
dissatisfaction,
& the left eye
must fuse the

Perspective

Bernard Moscow
In this book I have
described all the difficulty
I have reached
how I worked hard
what, how I've
come to work for
wages, not for general
food. But I had a
mild perspective -
showed that it was
temporary, left.

Yours truly,

Intimidation is a weapon
of class weapon.
A writer who writes of love alone is old fashioned, but a man who writes of love as a social building phenomenon is good. I'm with a boot.

A writer is building a man whom shall be new relations. His wife and kids (paid that she has a son from her husband). He found out. He breaks relations, then became first.

An old-fashioned man, then reasons - asked for forgiveness. “I wish you not.” Meet a long time.

A moral novel is a man who builds a new socialist town must transform his own psychology—new psychology.

A writer is too bad to help psychology to other related. Some people not build new parents.
life loss is cant sit without aim
love but
no aim

The is now
under feet for
different themes
not “phantasy”

we have succeed

— petty a new
psychology

work with that common

good: great

The builder yggurum


e are many the music

of the epoch

New enthusiasm

for work

(25 nov. ..)

New re person

new flame of

enthusiasm which

old person

and them
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In E.O. did not know the Soviet name for Nikolshaya. (22 Okt) Re: old remains.
March 8

Military industry

Industry - workforce

Tractor factory

Khamovniy - built tanks

Chelyabinsk

My tanks built

Light ending rotten failure

Absolutely broken

Racing on shore

Living

Must

Made from mild steel - worst nuts

Militärkreis K.R.

Fain - cc

Ua material

Not economic influence

Not many

See Redner

Airport

Jan or Feb.

Post nationalist policy - made mobile

Defense partition

Resident

Third idea

York - the back

Enemy build cells in enemy camp - in case fire
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Word revolution

Red

Vermillion 4

1. Economic military
2. Cult. Train people
3. For. Pacification

Spent so much money that it is not clear.

For policy:
Success to extend them to develop
Intestinal strength

smaller because

2) Too much hay to build shipyard
1) Bad company
duplication
political
3) G. P. U. absolutely intact. broad
blind will lift.

GPU much stronger

Africa: terrible failure
idea collective is not
impossible to prevent
must have enough to
get. Otherwise he works
in the dark.
Cattle

Lack of feed

traders

April 1921

Völkerverwanderung - die Städte

New bread shop opened. First day 1940

Until 1945 it will be until the same number of cattle as in 1928. Of all the plans for import of cattle etc. of them

is no disease if this fodder then it will last until 1945.

Differentiate different classes. All cannot go into 1945.

Equality

Work can be demobilized close his bread end. Nominal 25% 30%, 50% 7 workers

Factors: domestic
Agriculture

Immigration

Passports to send people to Thailand.

Much more metal than 1930 - hard

1931 - Stalining better food, clothes, after Stalin's speech, more freedom, less

been attacked in weeks. Men with new germs, more

expected to pay debt.

World War II

Get 5 U.

G.I. O. arrested 20 ap

Strumilin

Konstomolot

Communists dissolved

German cooperatives were once successful

In reasonable

we carried out collections

Open to productive.
Order.

Command: Order, demine

Red: Мурзолов Краса

3 на 3.

Hit, Hylab. Order, crap, 3 turning, 3 dough.

We have become temporarily strong, much stronger.

Even far east have to prepared for attack.

Since last war in much stronger.

1. Political aim to show aim of policy.

Peace, that we will never attack that.
we will end defence.

Our cells in factor often win British tickets to London and have
not, however, been discussed during the war.

New leader.

Now all leaders are new, more serious, better quality people.
We have better qualities.

Spring 1932 a serious re-organisation.

2. There was not good discipline but now better discipline.

New motto:
"Zaboj krenem in od podorot".

Competition between the cell and the country must also be responsible for co-operating in plan.

Most important for defence, carry out plan. 3.

100% of the workers shall become member of one.

Finance - 100% must pay their sub-tickets, must be paid for.
Lottery - the chief source of income for 200.
75,000,000 rubles we got from lottery.

Voluntary.
Can win prize 6,000 rubles.
Journey, car, motor, breeches, rifles.

Dearly of militia things.

Command before the Army to treat all Command Army.

Quality

1,300

Most people prefer automobile, but don't lend it for 12,000 rubles.
Most prefer free money you can't change journey.
Some notes:

Average:  1 worker, 150 hours = 3 hours per day.

It usually was done in 3-4 months.

The very year.

But some become snipers for more hours.

Anti-air war.

矜持 system.

Czecho-Slovak war workers, 3 million, then 7.

12 hours.
Stay.

Post-Danish is military training of youth.

training has become chief concern of any
polet any much must higher.

We must educate youth rapidly re-organised & technised.
for ally
Now every # is much underfed artillery tanks.
Mass prepared for attack
MK023 (Dart)
But defence is any
Pressure organs is our task.
We are a have naval boats motor fleet small repairs dogs for naval fleet.

We are already under fleet

Aviation. We are found intend to have more aeroplanes than any of the country. We are using the farm that has our industry has so quickly. It shall soon reach...
Prop. Aviation
Schools
Kagoshima
Kuroki
Inter
Pioneers
Learn
about modes
technical notes.
Organized Young
Aviation Buddies
Abuscampion
At end 2 year
will be 500,000
Laboratory of Modes
Instruments - always
competition.
In July there

I compete for real
models around
We've won 3 out of 5
Records for models
in Mackay, Nov
200 schools for more
3000
30,000 others
Be educated
We won
1932 Oco. won
all world records except
one, or the one we did
within 623 for distance.
Best height we won
2 m per 1' height for high
1 m - 2 1/40
14 hours without descent.